Introduction of 2 new members, Sue McAlpine and Joe Bartus

What issues should we look out for coming out of coronavirus?
  - The already dying office use being hit by more telecommuting
  - The impact on municipal budgeting
  - This may play into issues of push back with increasing the living density
  - Perhaps homes will need more space for folks needing a home office
  - Small town grocery shops are seeing more traffic due to the ease of curbside in their local neighborhood

Summarize Pop-up workshop results, see CWA memo and document

Decision of surveying
  - Point made to want everyone to participate
  - Point that statistical means only a select population is randomly chosen to do
  - Point that we need to make sure PR

Priority #1 is to get survey out to the community
Priority #2 is a new community engagement action plan - CWA & Staff work together

Next Steps
  - May 19th is next meeting